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No known detector or aeries of detectors in personnel neucroa dosimeters have correct dose equivalent
energy-dependence. Useful dosimeter performance Is assumed by calibrating dosimeters for the exposure
spectrum. This method Implies that the exposure spectrum will be constant within a gives facility or the
wearer will not be exposed to different spectra in other areas. Since exposure spectra are known to vary
widely a composite damage track-albedo personnel neutron dosimeter was developed to separately respond to
the softer and more energetic parts of various spectra. The relationships of the responses of the ele-
ments vary with different spectra and are used to convert dosimeter readings to dose equivalent. Measure-
ments indicate that dose equivalent deviation was less than ~5O7. for unshielded lucite and steel shielded
HPRB spectra, oonoenergetic spectra from 4.7 to IS M*V, a 25?Cf spontaneous neutron spectrum and an AmtSe
spectrum. Dosimeter sensitivity was similar to present NIA film methods. The couposite personnel neutron
dosimeter was also tested with calculated spectra by simulating badge response through known energy-
dependence of the badge elements. Dose equivalent deviation was less than ~207. for 19 significantly
different assumed spectra. Thus, the experimental and calculatlonal results support adherence to the
dose equivalent for common exposure spectra.

Introduction

The prototype Srookhaven neutron dosimeter, BND, was a composite damage track and thermoluminescent
detector. Thorium fission was used to respond to > 1 MeV neutrons and high sensitivity TLD 600 and 700
ribbons responded to softer neutrons. Previous experimental uork(l) at the Alternating Gradient Synchro-
tron, AGS, a 33 GeV proton accelerator, utilized the energy dependence of the ratio of thermoluminescent
responset K , to Thorium response, sparks. This ratio is defined as spectrum softness. Softness variation
was related to a correction factor used to adjusc a TLD response to properly account for the dose equiva-
lent below I MeV.

An invitation was extended to participate in the 1974 HNL lntercomparlson of personnel neutron
dosimeters. Exposures involved neutron spectra produced by a 14 MeV neutron generator and the Health
Physics Research Reactor (HPRR) in Its three configurations.

Participation in the study required the determination of different BND calibration constants for the
much softer reactor spectra. It was assumed that the neutron energy was limited to ~1S MeV. For this
energy, the thorium calibration value was 7.1 mrem • sparks''' and the problem waa the interpretation of
the TLD response.

Thermoluminescent Response

Ho known detector or series of detectors in 3NS or any other personnel neutron dosimeter has correct
dose equivalent energy-dependence. Acceptable dosimeter performance Is usually assumed by calibrating any
dosimeter to the exposure spectrum. A single exposure spectrum reflects few calibrations, while general
application requires many spectra calibrations. This study was made manageable by computer simulation of
BITO response. The method required the energy dependence of the dosimeter elements to be folded with known
or assumed spectra producing integral response values for the detector elements. Results were used to
determine an energy dependent relationship to correct che elements and thereby provide dose equivalent
values.

TLO 600 and TLD 700 consist of nearly pure ^-iT and LiF material respectively. The moat probable
neutron interaction °Li(n,o) occurs below a few electron volts.(2) personnel exposures involve the im-
pingement of neutrons on the hydrogen rich torso of man. The back scattered neutrons, albedo, form a
continuum tailing to thermal energies. Thus, the Tl response was mainly due to albedo neucrons from the
wearer's body and incident thermal neutrons. Alsmiller(*) calculated the albedo neutron fraction for
neutrons of < 400 MeV (Fig;. 1). Since TLD 600 is a thermal neutron detector, and the albedo groups cal-
culated by Alsmlller cover the near thermal and thermal region, a simple Ti energy relationship should
exist.
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Fig. 1

Thermoluminescent pair, Tip, is-defined as the neutron Ti response and is determined as the gamut
calibration based difference between TLD 600 and TLD 7C0 pairs. It Is expressed in y equivalent units,
mR <n,y). In general, the Tip response to neutrons is:

TiP - P J(E) a (E) (1)

where the response constant P equates the differential energy spectrum, 1(E), and the (n,») cross section
vector, u(E), to TiP. TiP for any spectrum can be related to the thermal response, TiP(th), as follows:

»bJ
Tip (a.b) • TiP(th) • -2

.4eV

.01 eV

(2)

a (E) d E

( ««s measured by two different methods. A direct under cadmium calibration in the BNL slgma
pile provided a value of 1.29 E-4 + 57. mR (n,y) per unit fluence. The other less direct method utilised
a Var. de Graaff calibration with 15.5 Meff D-T neutrons contaminated with 1OZ 3 M»V D-D neutrons. The
measured TiP response was due to the sum of a small incident fluence effect, 1,(4) and the effect of the
three albedo groups, Ax, A2, A3, and of :he energy WPgts given in Fig. 1. Employing equation (2) and
the bound macroscopic cross section data from Sauna**', TXP(th) was evaluated to be 1.39 E-A + 57. oB(n,v)
as follows: ~

TXP - 4(15.5) * 9 • «P(th) + *(3.0) • 9 Ttt(th) (3)

T.<P(th) " 1.39 E - 4 + TX mR(nvv) W«L taken to be the mean of the signa pile and V*a de Graaff
measurements.

Three Ti configurations were investigated,
dosimeters shielded by plastic of ~200 mg cm .
was considered as unshielded, TiP.

The first consisted of the TLD 600 and TLD 700
The presence of the plastic was Ignored and the Ti



Cadmium, 0.76 mm, was used Co alter Che response* T£ material placed In franc of che Cadmium was
termed back cadmium.BCd sndM located behind the Cadmium was termed front Cadmium, FCd.

T-t response per unit Incident J of energy E for three albedo groups considered (Fig. 1) i s :

« P - KP(th) x f ^ j " + WPt • ^ (E) + T« j • A2(E)

FCd - «P(th) x 2 l l iy + T t t 2 . A2(E) + TiPj •

SCd - WP(tb) x j*fj^- +• IW4 • A2(E) + WP3 •

(4)

(S)

(6)

* 8 > 4 s 10*7 MsV Where A,(E) and are che spectrum vclgbted albedo groups.

The Tit and BCd elements respond equally to Incident neutrons while cadmium absorption eliminates
and part of the .4 eV to 2.5 eV albedo group TiP2 respocse. T/P4 accounts for this attenuated energy

group.

The Tt constants used vere determined by equation (2) and are:

K P ^ » 1.39 E-4 mR cm2 • a"1; E-8 to 4 E-7 MeV

TJtPj • .796 E-4 mR em2 • n ' 1 ; 4 E-7 to 2.5 E-6 MeV

MP 3 » .402 E-4 m8 cm2 • a" 1 ; 2.5 E-6 to 1.6 E-5 MeV

TiP4 • .595 E-4 aR cm
2 • n*1; 4 E-7 to 2.5 E-6 MeV (TiPj actn. by Cadmium)

The three functions (Fig. 2) have some relative energy dependence. FCd aad T£P differ in the thermal
energy region. The more extended differences of .SCd and IIP were used to develop a 71 correction system
as described herein, and FCd was considered unnecessary.
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Th* valua of chc eoopuEcr sioulatlcns dapanda an cha quality o.( cha rasponsa functtooi. Thla uaa
•vaZuaecd by comparing sis measured caoaa utth cha corraspQndlng calculacad valua* (Fit. 3). Fiv* BtJZ>
paramacars par casa uara eonsidarad and all ata wlchln a factor of 1.6 of cha calculaead valuaa.

Fig. 3

T«-t Spacer*

Fifteen hypothetical spacer*, war* ganaracad using tha H P M luclta shlaldcd Jp«ccrua( t» a starting
point. Ona sofear and thlrcean harder spactra war* coaposad (Fig. 4) and usad co calculacad tha BKD
ennserncs, Tha Tl corracelon, fc, la diacuaaad later and was evaluated at follows:

-I k, or > HADE • 7.1 x sparka

.-1

(7)

7*hat hypochatical spactra producad eha relationship ki vs. TIP • sparks"*, lllustratad aa polact in Fig. S,
.ind usad for Sha HOT. tncercoaparlAOn maaturaaanta. Thoriua and unshielded W pair aleaeats ladlcatad tha
unshielded HPR* dose cqulvalane Co +51, steal shielded Co -Wl and eha luclta shialdtd cora to +50?.. Soft-
naas ratioa of >20 reflect a strongly diminishing spark raaponsa. Monoanergcclc naucron fields of *l MaV
afford naarly zero thoriua response, erroneously suggaatlng a soft spaccrua. Additionally, eha 56S agree-
aant for cha staal shielded HPRR spacerua should ba laprovad. For tha above raaaona Jn additional energy
dapandeot relationship waa tried.

The BCd eleaene favor* the charaal poreIon of an Incident neueron epeccrua, whil* cha M P gains
additional responsr froa Che albedo K P i (aquaeton 4)._ For thla raaaon, a ratio of BCd Co (WP - BCd)
can ba used to supplement and replace the W P • sparka** softness raelo. Itw BCd derived softness valuaa
(open circles Fig. 5), scaled by 100, agree closely with Che previous TIP • sparka*1 dependence in Che
iofcnss* rang* of 13 co 20. A -aooch curve defines tha Tit corracelon value for a corresponding TIP •
spark*1, ki, or corresponding 100 BCd • (TIP • BCd)*S k}.

The standard oeehod uaed co evaluate cha M and ehorlua aleaencs of Che BHD badge waa,

MADE - 7.1(sp«rka) + M P • k (»)

where HADE 1* eh* aaxiaua doae equivalent, and k the WP correction factor. Valuea of k\ war* taken
from Fig. 5 for TJtP > spark*1 values <15. Softness valua* >20 require the determination of 100 BCd •
(WP • BCd)*1 and cha corresponding k£ correction. Arlehaeclc average k correcelont, .50c^ + f^), were
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Dl»cuialon and

Expoauras

Rssulea ar« glvan for 8 raal spacer* (Fig. 6). Tha HFRK spacers"', duslaeery, and axposuraa u*r«
darlvad froa participation In eh* 1974 Zncarccapwlson of Parsonnal Sautron Dos In* tars. A Bonn*r aulci-
sphsra spaceroMCcr ap«clfl*d eha California and tent* axpoauna, snd a pracialon long counear and liquid
scintillation sp*ceroaac«r eha raaalning aono-an*rg*eic spectra. STA flla results war* coapucad for «v«ry
cas* by folding a**sur«d OTA raaponsaa ulch publlahad or acaaurad spacera. BHD «v*luatlon uas accon-
pllsbad by applying eh* standard aathod.

Tig. 6

Good agraaaanc uaa obaarvad baewaan ealculatad and ataaurad BND vcluaa in all but ona caaa.
Conatdarlng Eha lucica ihlaldad «M cxpoaura, aaaturaaancs Indleaea -JOt *xe»t» raaponaa uhlla calcula-
tion* pradlcc an aqual uodtr raipont*.

BHD darlvad doaa aqulvaUnt valuaa ganarally agraa with cha glvan doaa aqulvalane baecar eban eha
calculacad HTA valuai.

Poor ratulca vara obealnad for the 1.1 MaV spacera. This la dua co the naar zaro raiponta of cha
chorluat fiaaion alaaant in BUS and eha graaely alalalahad irtA raaponaa.

Calculatad Expo»uraa

Flva crtdcallty' ' ' and eh* 15 hypothetical spacera (Fig. 7) uata usad eo conpucar pradlct Tip,
BCd, tl»rlv» spatka and MTA ftla valuaa.

Ualng eha standard awthod of BND •valuation, raaulta ara ganartlly conslseant with cha axparlaaneal
axposuraa. Fission sourcas, shialdad by 2 cm KjO, S cat Dj0 *nd 5 =» l r o Q *r» alallar eo cha unahialdad
HFM cssa; uhila eh* 30 em H2O ahiald roughly corrasponda eo eha lucica shlaldad HPRR axposura. Howavar,
tha SO ca Iron thlcldad synthasls provldas a BHD ov*r rasponaa of a factor of 2 and an NTA undar rasponae
of Hj. This doas noe compara with a maaaurtd undar rasponsa of a factor of 1.2 for BHD and 3 for NTA
flla calculated for eha 13 ca acaal shlaldad KPMt axpoaur*.



Fig. 7

The IS hypothetical exposures are expected to afford good agreement since they uere uaed to derive
the TXP correction method.

Smeary

A* Differences la energy dependense can be used vo adjuat the interpretation of the TLO doeiaeter
elements to more correctly conform to the dose equivalent.

B. Computer simulation of bedge elament response, tor any spectra, allow the determination of a syateo
of correction for better adherence to the d>>ae equivalent.

C. Accuracy in personnel neutron dosiactry cac be Improved by Including the different energy dependent
dosimeter eleaanta of thorlua and ILD In a personnel style badge.

D. The owthod la general and could apply to any system of dosimeter elements of known response to largely
different parts of an exposure spectrum.
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Thermolumineseane pair, TXP, Is-defined a* the naucroa TX raipanaa aad 1* dacamlnad ai the gsma
calibration baaed dlffaranca between TLD 600 and TLD 700 pairs. It la expressed In v aqulvalanc units,
mR (n,v>. In ganaral, eh* TXP raaponaa Co naucrona is:

TXP » p I(E) a CE) (1)

where tba raaponaa conaeaac P equates cba differencial energy spectrua, I(E), and cba (n,a) croaa saetion
vactor, ?(£), Co Tip. TXF Cor any spectrum can b* ralntad to che thermal raaponaa, TXP(eh), as folloua:

j 3 (E) d E
TXP (a.b) • TXP(th) • -i (2)

...4 aV
j ;(E)dS
.01 aV

TXP(ch) wa» maaaurad by ctro different oachoda. A direct under cadmium calibration in tha BNL slgna
plla provided a value of 1.29 E-4 + 5S mR (n,v) p«r unit fluence. Tha other leaf direct method utilized
a Van da Graaff calibration with 15.5 MeV D-T neueroni contaminated with 105 3 MaV D-D neutrona. The
meaaured TXP reaponae uaa due to cha sun of a small Incident fluence effect, l,(^) and the effecc of the
three albedo groupa, Ai, &2, A3> *n^ °^ en* «ntr8J' 5W8* 1 given In Fig. 1. Employing equation (2) and
the bound macroscopic croaa section data from Sanaa**', TXP(ch) was evaluated to be 1.39 E-4 + 5X mR(n,v)
as folloua:

TXP «• 1(15.5) • 8 • TiP(th) + «(3.0) • 9 TXP(th) (3)

WP(th) - 1.39 £ - 4 + 77. mR{n,v) was taken to be tha mean of tha sij/jma pile and Van da Graaff
measurements.

Three TX configurations ware investigated. Tha first conaisted of ehe TLD 600 and TLD 700
dosimeters shielded by plastic of ~200 mg en"2. The presence of th* plastic was Ignored and the TX
was considered aa unshielded, TXp.

L



Cadmium, 0.76 mm, vat uaed co alcer chc response. W material placed in front of che Cadmium uea
Cermed back cadmium, 3Cd sndW locaced behind Che Cadmium uae ccrmed front Cadmium, FCd.

W response per uaic incident 5 of enargy E foe chree albedo group* conatdered (Fig. 1) la:

WP - MP(ch) x 2 i | i - + TZP1 . ^ ( E ) + I t t 2 . A2(E)

FCd - TJtP(th) 2 i | £

BCd - WP(th) x • A2(E) • Aj(E) (6)

* I H « 10"7 MeV Where A ^ E ) , A-,<E) and Aj(E) are che speccrua weighted albedo grouoe.

The Tip and BCd elements respond equally to Incident neutrons while cadaiuai absorption eliminates
Tt?\ and part of the. .4 eV Co 2.5 eV albedo group M P j response. MP4 accounts for chls accenuatad energy
group.

The IX constants used war* determined by equation (2) and are:

M P , « 1.39 E-4 mR em2 • n"1: E-8 to 4 E-7 HeV

.796 <aS C B 2 • n"1; 4 E-7 to 2.5 E-6 H*V

- .402 E-i aUt caZ • n*1; 2.5 E-6 to 1.6 E-5 MeV

W P 4 • .595 at cm2 • n*1; 4 E-7 co 2.5 E-6 SsV actn. by Cadniua)

The chrce function* (Fig. 2) have aom relative energy dependence ?C^ and Tip differ In che cheroal
energy region. The oore extended differences of BCd and M P were uaed co develop a Ti correction syscea
ee described herein, and FCd uat considered unnecessary.
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The valua of Che computer simulations depends on the quality of the response functions. This vas
evaluated by comparing six measured cases with the corresponding calculated values (Fig. 3). Five END
parameters per case were considered and all are within a factor of 1.6 of thu calculated values.

IfHTiO t TIP. SPHKHS "'

Fig. 3

Test Spectra

Fifteen hypothetical specera were generated using the HFBB. lucite shielded spectrum( as a starting
polnc. One softer and thirteen harder spectra were composed (Fig. 4) and used co calculated the BND
constants. The M correction, k, is discussed later and was evaluated as follows:

WP -I lj ot • HADE - 7.1 x sparks

•1

(7)

The hypothetical spactra produced the relationship Y\ vs. TIP • sparks , Illustrated as points In Fig. 5,
and used for the HNL lncercoaparlson measurements. Thorium and unshielded 11 pair elements Indicated the
unshielded HPRR dose equivalent to +5Z, steel shielded to -44S and the lucite shielded core to +507.. Soft-
ness ratios of >Z0 reflect a strongly diminishing spark responss. Monoenergetic neutron fields of <1 MeV
afford nearly zero thorium response, erroneously suggesting a soft spectrum. Additionally, the S6S agree-
ment for the steel shielded HPRR spectrum should be improved. 1'or the above reasons an additional energy
dependent relationship was tried.

The BCd element favors the thermal portion of an Incident neutron spectrum, while the Tip gains
additional response from Che albedo W P ; (aquation 4 ) , For this reason, a ratio of BCd to (TIP - BCd)
can be used Co supplement and replace Che M P • sparks"1 softness ratio. The BCd derived softness values
(open circles Fig. 5), scaled by 100, egrce closely with the previous K P - sparks"1 dependence in the
softness range of 13 Co 20. A smooth curve defines the W P correction value for a corresponding TIP •
spark"'', ki, or corresponding 100 BCd • (TIP - BCd)*1, V-2.

The standard method used to evaluate the M and thorium clemencs of the BND badge was,

HADE • 7.1(sparka) + M P • te (8)

where MADE is the maximum dose equivalent, and k the M P correction factor. Values of k\ were taken
from Fig. 5 for W P . spark"1 valuea <LS. Softness values >20 require the determination of 100 BCd •
(Tip • BCd)"1 and the corresponding k2 correction. Arithmetic average k corrections, ,5(k^ + k 2 ) , were



used for Che lncens«diac* « P • ap»rk-l rang* b«tueen 15 and 20.

Fig. 4

Fig. S
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PlacmHon and Result*

Experimental Exposures

.(5)R«»uUs are gives for 8 real spectra (Fig. 6). Ttic HPRR spectra w , dosineciy, and exposures were
derived froa participation in Che 1976 Incerecaparison of Personnel Htutron Oosinecers. A Bonner multi-
sphere spectrometer specified the California* and AmBe exposures, and a precision lung counter and liquid
scintlllaeicn spcccroiaater che remaining aono-cnergetlc spectra. NTA film results were computed for every
ease by folding aeasured NIA responses with published or oeesured spectra. SND evaluation uas aceoe-
pllshad by applying the scandard method.

Fig. 6

Good agreement uas observed t c w e m calculated and measured BND values in all but one case.
Considering the lucite shielded HP8R exposure, measurements Indicate ~S0% excess response while calcula-
tions predict an equal under response.

BND derived dose equivalent values generally agres with che given dose equivalent better chan the
calculated KTA values.

Poor results vere obtained for the 1.1 MeV spectra. This is due Co the near zero response of the
thorium fission element Iv BND and the greatly diminished NTA response.

Calculated Exposures

Five criticalit;
BCd, thoriua sparks and NTA film values.

Five criticality( ' and the IS hypothetical spectra (Fig. 7) vcre used to computer predict TIP,

Using the standard method of BND evaluation, results are generally consistent with the experimental
exposures. Fission sources, shielded by 2 cm R2O, 5 cm D20 and 5 cm iron are similar to che unshielded
HPRR ease; while Che 30 cm H J 0 shield roughly correspond* to the lucite shielded HPRfl exposure. However,
the SO cm iron shielded synthesis provides a BND over response of a factor of 2 and an NTA under response
of ~8. This does not compare uif.h a measured under response of a factor of 1.2 for BNB and 3 for NIA
film calculated for the 13 cm steel shielded HPRR exposure.



Fig. 7

The 15 hypothetical nxposures are expected Co afford good agreement since they were used to derive
the Tip correction method.

Summary

A. Differences in energy dependeace can be used to adjust the interpretation of the TLD dosimeter
elements to more correctly conform to the dose equivalent.

B. Computer simulation of badge element response, for any spectra, allow the determination of a system
of correction for better adherence to the dose equivalent.

C. Accuracy in personnel neutron doalmetry can be Improved by including Che different energy dependent
dosimeter elements of thorium and TLD in a personnel style badge.

D. The method is general and could apply to any system of dosimeter elements of known response to largely
different parts of an exposure spectrum.
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